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PREFACE

Cushing Terrell Architecture Inc (“Cushing Terrell”) of
Langley, BC, Canada, was commissioned to conduct
an Industrial Profile for the Town of Fairview and MD
Fairview.
The objective of this study is to document and
identify the Town of Fairview and MD Fairview’s
current and future industrial supply in terms of
land uses, building and land inventory, businesses
as well as the number of employees and business
composition.
The Study was carried out over the period of
February to May 2017 and entailed the undertaking
of on-site fieldwork and mapping as well as
supplemental research and interviews with selected
industrial businesses in Fairview to gauge their
estimated number of employees.
Reference material for this report was obtained
from, but is not limited to, The Town of Fairview, MD
Fairview, Commercial Real Estate Brokers, Property/
Developer Management & Corporate Profiles,
Statistics Canada, Individual Company Profiles and
Cushing Terrell Architecture Inc.
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Cushing Terrell does not warrant that estimates
contained herein are 100% accurate, but through
the use of industry benchmarks supplemented
by Cushing Terrell’s on-the-ground fieldwork
and inventory process have been prepared
conscientiously on the basis of information obtained
during the course of this study. Employment
estimates are determined through a combination
of available data and industry benchmarks for
employment ratios.
This analysis was conducted by Cushing Terrell as
an objective and independent party; and is not an
agent of the Town or MD by virtue of this or any
subsequent study to be conducted on this matter.
As is customary in an assignment of this type,
neither our name nor the material submitted may be
used without the expressed permission of Cushing
Terrell Architecture Inc or the Town of Fairview and
MD Fairview.
Cushing Terrell Architecture Inc
2017
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1.0

introduction
1.1
INTRODUCTION
The objective of this study is to document and
identify the current and future industrial supply
in terms of land use, building supply, businesses
as well as the number of employees and business
composition.

The Study was carried out over the period of
February to May 2017 and entailed the undertaking
of fieldwork and GIS mapping as well as
supplemental research and interviews with selected
industrial businesses in Fairview to ascertain their
estimated number of employees.
1.2
METHODOLOGY
The methodology used for profiling Fairview’s
industrial business composition and inventory
entailed the following process:
1. Conduct on-the-ground fieldwork and detailed
documentation of the businesses and primary
industry types within the Town of Fairview and
MD Fairview.
2. Using the City of Fairview’s GIS database,
document the parcel sizes for each business.
3. Using on-line aerial mapping as well as GIS
information, estimate total building areas on
each parcel/lot.
4. Using the North American Industry Classification
System (NAICS), identify the general Industry
Code (3-digit) to which each business is
allocated.
5. Based on extensive fieldwork and building
assessments, identify estimated employment
density (employees per acre) to estimate the
potential number of employees.
6. Where buildings exist on a respective parcel/
lot, calculate the estimated employee ratio
(employees per building sf ).
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7. Using selected interviews, document or sensitize
detailed business and operations information
such as building size, number of employees, and
business type, as a verification of research and
overall profiling.
8. Using the Economic Development Authority’s
on-line business listing, confirm and/or refine
industrial businesses, if and as necessary.
9. Using the NAICS general classification, create
a thematic map for each industrial area
highlighting visually the business composition
of Fairview’s industrial parks.
10. Create a master database spreadsheet for
industrial areas.
1.3

NORTH AMERICAN INDUSTRY 			
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM (NAICS)
The North American Industry Classification
System (NAICS) is an industry classification system
developed by the statistical agencies of Canada,
Mexico and the United States. Created against
the background of the North American Free Trade
Agreement, it is designed to provide common
definitions of the industrial structure of the three
countries and a common statistical framework to
facilitate the analysis of the three economies.
NAICS is a comprehensive system encompassing all
economic activities. It has a hierarchical structure.
At the highest level, it divides the economy into 20
sectors (refer to Table 1.0). At lower levels, it further
distinguishes the different economic activities in
which businesses are engaged at a more detailed
level.
The criteria used to group establishments into
industries in NAICS typically include the primary
activity of the business. When NAICS is used in
this way, the following caveat applies: NAICS has
not been specially designed to take account of the
wide range of vertically- or horizontally-integrated
activities of large and complex, multi-establishment
companies and enterprises.
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NAICS Classification System
North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) 2012 - Canada
11
21
22
23
31-33
41
44-45
48-49
51
52
53
54
55
56
61
62
71
72
81
91

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing & Hunting
Mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction
Utilities
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Transportation & Warehousing
Information & Cultural Industries
Finance & Insurance
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
Professional, Scientific & Technical Services
Management of Companies & Enterprise
Adminsitrative and Support, Waste Management and Remediation Services
Educational Services
Health Care and Social Assistance
Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
Accommodation & Food Services
Other Services (Except Public Administration)
Public Administration

Hence, there will be a few large and complex
companies and enterprises whose activities may
be spread over the different sectors of NAICS, in
such a way that classifying them to one sector may
misrepresent the range of their activities. In the case
of Fairview, one such example would be the Oil &
Gas sector in which categories like Specialty Trade
Contractors may well have businesses that are more
dependent on or related to the Oil & Gas sector.
The following documents the major 3-digit NAICS
Industry Codes for Canada, within which a more
complex system of 6-digit sub-categories exist.
For Fairview, each of the businesses inventoried have
been allocated a 3-digit Industry Code
1.4
REGIONAL INDUSTRIAL DENSITY
The analysis of Fairview’s industrial inventory and
business composition will yield strategic information
as to current land utilization, but equally as
important, directions for future land utilization.
Town of Fair view | M.D. Fair view

Fairview’s current Industrial lands are slightly
underutilized in that there is a large amount of
vacant land available. However it is important to
note that vacant land is also valuable as an incomegenerating asset due to its availability for storage
of equipment and vehicles, in this case particularly
associated to businesses in the oilfield services
industry. This suggests higher yielding employment
and employment densities will return when the
industry rebounds in the forthcoming years.
Although the above scenario is evident, it must be
realized that Fairview’s regional proximity to Grande
Prairie and proximity to established industrial lands
in Grimshaw and elsewhere create an opportunity
whereby the Town’s industrial lands may have a
lower land valuation which affords businesses and
developer clients the opportunity to utilize more
land without having to build larger buildings. This
could be a point-of-difference for Fairview.
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1.4.1

FACTORS AFFECTING INTENSIFICATION
OF INDUSTRIAL LAND USE
The following outlines some of the factors that
affect intensification and employment density to
which Fairview could respond in the future, if and as
land values increase or market-driven development
trends shift in the regional marketplace.
Intensification typically occurs as a developer or an
individual firm’s activity grows while remaining on
the same site. Many firms are motivated to remain at
a site as long as possible due to:
•
•
•
•

Availability of additional space on site;
High relocation costs;
Closeness to market or suppliers/familiar
location for customers; and
Closeness to location of employees.

Intensification usually involves increasing the
site coverage, rather than increasing the number
of employees per unit of built floor area. In fact,
the general trend is toward larger floor area per
employee. Intensification will therefore be strongest
on sites that currently have relatively large land areas
relative to the size of the buildings on site.

Other firms in the city’s industrial areas have
facilities in multiple parcels and could be examples
of firms that in the future could look to consolidate
their facilities into one seamless operation. For
companies like this, the vacant lands to the east
represent potential opportunities.
1.4.2

FACTORS AFFECTING INDUSTRIAL 		
EMPLOYMENT DENSITIES
There has been a recent trend in more metropolitan
and land-scarce markets towards higher developed
floor area per employee in many of the industrial
sectors.
This has been driven by greater capital intensiveness
of most industry sectors leading to larger floor
area per employee, with technological change
underpinning the productivity increases required to
maintain competitiveness.
While this trend may not be on the short term
horizon for the Town or the MD, it is nonetheless a
trend that could become more evident over time,
but is also dependent upon the types of industry.

There has also been a tendency for firms relocating
to the fringe of urban areas to increase their
occupied land relative to their previous location,
including ‘occupying’ more land than immediately
required to allow some room for future expansion
without relocating again. In effect they are privately
banking land for their own future use, the relatively
lower cost of the land making this affordable. Over
time, they will intensify this land use again, but in
the short term there is a significant increase in land
use for each firm that relocates.
In Fairview, firms such as oilfield service industries
who have storefronts in town but require support
warehousing and shops in industrial parks, may
outgrow existing facilities and may chose to
relocate and expand in the vacant parcels in the
east edge of town along Highway 2 particularly as
the oil and gas industry rebounds.

Town of Fair view | M.D. Fair view
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Location of Industrial Lands within the Town of Fairview and MD Fairview
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2.0

town of fairview
industrial lands
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2.1
INDUSTRIAL OVERVIEW
All of the Town of Fairview’s existing industrial areas,
as illustrated in the following maps were profiled in
detail. The results of the profiling exercise yielded an
overall picture of the area’s industrial composition.
The following provide a summary of the Town and
MD’s Industrial Business Composition, Land Use Mix
and Employment. Additionally, this industrial profile
illustrates the employment density by acreage and
by building square footage.
As an industry comparable, the Town of Fairview’s
ratio of employment per acre (3.4) is lower than
industry standards suggesting that future growth
in newer industrial / business parks could attract
higher density land uses or more light industrial
types of land uses to supplement the medium
and heavy industrial uses that are currently more
common in the Town. As a comparison to an urban
market, a study for the City of Edmonton, (Industrial
Lands Supply & Demand Analysis, October 2011)
found that the City of Edmonton overall averaged
13 employees per acre while the Town and MD of
Fairview ranges from 2 to 6 employees per acre. This
ratio for the Town and MD of Fairview is likely to
continue at this level simply because the population
growth dynamics are not forecast to grow and
would require a significant economic input from an
external business to even make a small change.
In the Town of Fairview, the estimated ratio of
employees per square foot of building area (500 sf/
employee) is at the low end of the typical range of
other industrial parks which typically could range
from 1 per 1,000 sf to 1 per 2,500 sf. This is largely
attributable to the less land intensive, but more built
out industrial areas.

2.2
TOTAL INDUSTRIAL
The following represents a summary of the Town’s
Total Industrial Area Business Composition, Land Use
Mix and Employment Profile:
1

Total Industrial Land Area: 177 ac

Total Building Space (est): 365,000 sf
Estimated Building Site Coverage Ratio (FAR): 4.1%
Number of Businesses: 46
Number of Vacant Lots: 10-15
Number of Vacant Buildings/Units: 2-5
Total Building Space Vacancy (est): 5%
Number of Employees (est): 640
Top Industries (by NAICS Code and estimated
number of establishments):
Transportation and Warehousing (9)
Oilfield Services (8)
Merchant Wholesalers (5)
Machinery Manufacturing (3)
Fairview has a slightly lower provision of light
industrial land uses in which offices and smaller
scale warehouse and wholesale functions coexist in
a more business park (rather than purely industrial)
format. This format “void” should be actively
pursued for vacant industrial park parcels north of
Highway 2.
In terms of estimated number of employees,
the Oilfield Services (21%), Transportation and
Warehousing (18%), and Merchant Wholesalers
(16%) make up the largest employment sectors
within the Town’s industrial areas.

1

Total Gross Land Area refers to the full property area of all current
Industrial Lands (not including Future Potential Lands).
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Town of Fairview Area Industrial Lands - 2017
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517: Telecommunications
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811: Repair and Maintenance
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Allocation of Industrial Lands - Town of Fairview
Acres

Percent of
Total Acres

Vacant/Unoccupied
Forestry and Logging
Merchant Wholesalers
Oilfield Services
Transportation and Warehousing
Rental and Leasing Services
Nonmetallic Mineral Product Manufacturing
Machinery Manufacturing
Public Administration
Motor Vehicle and Parts Dealers
General Manufacturing
Utilities
Gasoline Stations
Specialty Trade Contractors
Amusement, Gambling and Recreation
Nonstore Retailers
Repair and Maintenance
Telecommunications

29.1
24.0
22.7
21.4
17.9
10.3
8.7
7.6
7.2
6.2
4.8
4.7
4.0
2.7
1.9
1.4
1.3
0.9

16%
14%
13%
12%
10%
6%
5%
4%
4%
4%
3%
3%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%
1%

12
91
118
107
46
35
31
51
37
22
24
24
15
14
6
7
4

2%
14%
18%
17%
7%
5%
5%
8%
6%
3%
4%
4%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%

Total

177

100%

642

100%

NAICS Category

Employee
Percent of
Estimate Employment

Allocation of Industrial Building Square Footage - Town of Fairview

Utilities 1%
Repair and Maintenance 2%
Specialty Trade Contractors 2%
Amusement, Gambling and Recreation 2%
Telecommunications 2%
Rental and Leasing Services
Oilfield Services
Motor Vehicle and Parts Dealers 3%3%
21%
Vacant/Unoccupied 3%
Forestry 3%
General Manufacturing 3%
Gasoline Stations 4%
Transportation
18% and
Warehousing
5%
Nonmetallic Mineral Product Manufacturing
6%
7%
Public Administration
16%
Machinery
Manufacturing
Town of Fair view | M.D. Fair view
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Wholesalers
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Relationship Between the Estimated Number of Businesses and Estimated Number of
Employees in the Town of Fairview’s Industrial Parks
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2.3
TOTAL INDUSTRIAL BUSINESS INVENTORY
The following table represents a summary of the
Fairview’s total industrial business inventory.
In terms of visibly occupied building square footage
allocation, the Oil and Gas Services/Operations
sector occupies the largest amount of total industrial
space (21%) as a result of the location of major
contracting or transportation companies in the
industrial parks.

Transportation and Warehousing/Storage occupies
the second-most building space as agricultural
(grain storage and warehousing), equipment and
general warehousing is much needed and is located
in Fairview to supply both agriculture and industrial
sectors. Merchant Wholesalers occupy 16% while
Machinery Manufacturing occupies about 7% of
existing industrial building space. The small amount
of vacant building space may currently be occupied,
but may be shuttered and dormant.

NAICS Code Name
113
Forestry and Logging
Woodmere Nursery
213
Oilfield Services
TransCanada
Unknown light industrial
K&R Oilfield Services
Baron oilfield supply
Oilfield services (closed)
Watchorn Oilfield Rentals
Acuren Oilfield Services
Sharp Environmental oilfield services
221
Utilities
ATCO
Specialty Trade Contractors
238
Wild Electric
General Contractor
31-33
General Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
327
Nonmetallic Mineral Product Manufacturing
Tri S Concrete Plant
333
Machinery Manufacturing
Dunvegan Fab and Welding
Swartzy Welding and Truck and Car Wash
T&R Welding
42-43
Merchant Wholesalers
PrairieCoast Equipment
Plumbing and Heating Equipment
Fosters Agri-World
Kubota
Town of Fair view | M.D. Fair view
UFA
Cargill Aghorizons

SF
13,812
13,565
8,636
23,141
10,052
9,254
5,578
4,075
9,751
3,278
5,527
2,190
11,587
2,557
18,674
6,478
13,032
9,534
21,498
4,737
4,742
4,313
11
17,436
10,409

327

Nonmetallic Mineral Product Manufacturing
Tri S Concrete Plant
Cushing Terrell Architecture, Inc.
333
Machinery Manufacturing
Dunvegan Fab and Welding
Swartzy Welding and Truck and Car Wash
T&R Welding
NAICS Code Name
42-43
Merchantand
Wholesalers
113
Forestry
Logging
PrairieCoast
Equipment
Woodmere Nursery
Plumbing
and Heating Equipment
213
Oilfield Services
Fosters
Agri-World
TransCanada
Kubota
Unknown light industrial
UFA
K&R Oilfield Services
Cargill
Aghorizons
Baron oilfield
supply
441
Motor
Parts Dealers
OilfieldVehicle
services and
(closed)
Chevrolet
Watchorn Dealer
Oilfield Rentals
Acuren Oilfield
Services
447
Gasoline
Stations
SharpGas
Environmental oilfield services
UFA
North
Peace Gas Co-op
221
Utilities
ATCO
48-49
Transportation
and Warehousing
Peace RiverTrade
School
Bus Depot
Specialty
Contractors
238
Unknown
light industrial
Wild
Electric
Mini storage
General
Contractor
Unknown
storage/warehousing
31-33
General Manufacturing
Unknown storage/warehousing
Manufacturing
Richarson
Pioneer
Manufacturing
Grain
elevatorMineral Product Manufacturing
327
Nonmetallic
Grain
elevator Plant
Tri
S Concrete
Storage
333
Machinery Manufacturing
517
Telecommunications
Dunvegan
Fab and Welding
Quintel
Communications
Swartzy Welding and Truck and Car Wash
532
Rental
and Leasing Services
T&R
Welding
PW WellsiteWholesalers
Trailer Rentals
42-43
Merchant
713
Amusement,Equipment
Gambling and Recreation
PrairieCoast
Fairview Gymnastics
Plumbing
and Heating Equipment
811
Repair
Maintenance
Fosters and
Agri-World
Fountain
Tire
Kubota
UFA
921
Public Administration
Cargill
Aghorizons
MD
of Fairview
Environmental
441
Motor Vehicle Protection
and Parts Agency
Dealers
Fire
Department
Chevrolet
Dealer
Vacant/Unoccupied/Dormant
447
Gasoline Stations
Generic
UFA GasStructure
Vacant/Dormant
North Peace Gas Co-op
Total
48-49
Transportation and Warehousing
Peace River School Bus Depot
Unknown light industrial
Mini storage
Unknown storage/warehousing
Unknown storage/warehousing
Town of Fair view | M.D. Fair view
Richarson Pioneer
Grain elevator

18,674
6,478
13,032
9,534
SF
21,498
13,812
4,737
4,742
13,565
4,313
8,636
17,436
23,141
10,409
10,052
9,254
11,712
5,578
4,075
9,751
3,294
11,438
3,278
11,420
11,993
5,527
8,313
2,190
2,417
2,731
11,587
10,356
2,557
12,768
4,784
18,674
6,611
6,478
8,610
13,032
9,534
11,333
21,498
8,088
4,737
4,742
7,428
4,313
17,436
10,409
12,000
2,016
9,720
11,712
8,497
3,294
5,187
11,438
404,572
11,420
11,993
8,313
2,417
2,731
12
10,356
12,768
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Fairview Industrial Lands East
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327: Nonmetallic Mineral Product Manufacturing
333: Machinery Manufacturing
48-49: Transportation and Warehousing
517: Telecommunications

MD Fairview

Town of Fairview

423: Merchant Wholesalers

532: Rental and Leasing Services
713: Amusement, Gambling, and Recreation
811: Repair and Maintenance
921: Public Administration
N

0

Town of Fair view | M.D. Fair view

75

150

300 Meters
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Fairview Industrial Lands South

447
31-34
213

213

31-34

92 Ave

493
333

493

213
213
921
493

441

213

109 St

91 Ave

441

493

213

493

221

447

213

213

213
90 Ave

423

423

921

2 Highway

423

Town of Fairview

MD Fairview

NAICS Classification
Vacant

423: Merchant Wholesalers

113: Forestry

441: Motor Vehicle and Parts Dealers

213: Oilfield Services

447: Gasoline Stations

221: Utilities

493: Warehousing and Storage

238: Specialty Trade Contractors

517: Telecommunications

31-33: General Manufacturing

532: Rental and Leasing Services

327: Nonmetallic Mineral Product Manufacturing

713: Amusement, Gambling, and Recreation

333: Machinery Manufacturing

811: Repair and Maintenance
921: Public Administration

0
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75

150

200 Meters

N
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Fairview Industrial Lands West

116 Street

117 Street

118 Street

104 Avenue

103 Avenue

102 Avenue

423

423

423

238

423

493

423

423 423 423 424
101 Avenue

493

921
118 Street

L2|B19

493

921
921

423

64A Highway

Town of Fairview

MD Fairview

423

NAICS Classification
238: Specialty Trade Contractors
423: Merchant Wholesalers
493: Warehousing and Storage
921: Public Administration

0

Town of Fair view | M.D. Fair view

62.5

125 Meters

N
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2.4
SUMMARY
The Town of Fairview’s industrial economy is tied
to transportation and construction activities,
largely those associated with the oil and gas
extraction industry with specialized construction or
contracting, truck transportation and warehousing,
equipment rental, and storage occupying much of
the space in established industrial areas.
Fairview’s access to major vehicle and rail transportation corridors, proximity to population centres to
the south, the location of Grande Prairie Regional
College, and its position as a centre of housing and
services, Fairview’s serviced industrial areas will
continue to be key magnets. Although proximity to
agricultural production may allow for expansion of
value-added crop production or other agro-industrial facilities, the established industrial parks will
largely benefit if or when the oil and gas industry
rebounds. The Town’s vacant land will likely be the
first in the region to accommodate the industry
should it grow in future economic cycles.

Town of Fair view | M.D. Fair view

Availability of Industrial Land and Buildings
According to local brokers, industrial real estate
activity is very slow, particularly considering
the relative affordability of Fairview’s serviced
and vacant industrial properties. Real estate
professionals speculate that low oil prices and the
industry slow down is discouraging oil and gas
workers to settle more permanently in the area,
rather, workers are looking for more permanent
work in Grande Prairie or even Edmonton.
The few vacant and underutilized parcels do provide
opportunities for new businesses and although not
actively listed, are likely available for affordable prices
relative to the region. However, due to the high cost
of building ground-up industrial buildings, and the
large number of vacant lots in nearby rural industrial
subdivisions, new businesses may find it difficult to
locate in Fairview. As industrial activity rebounds, there
exists an opportunity for a surge of incoming industrial
workers—and potential entrepreneurs who may
establish new businesses—in very accessible serviced
lands in the Town of Fairview’s industrial areas, and this
opportunity should be leveraged.
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2.5
TRADE AREA LABOUR
The following represents a summary of the Town
and MD’s labour force in the primary and secondary
trade areas. The largest employment sector in both
trade area levels is “Management” at 28% of total
labour force, followed by “Trades, transport and
equipment operators and related” at (25%) and
“Sales and service” at (17%).

(26%) followed by “Sales and service” (25%) and
“Management” (25%). This indicates light industry
or manufacturing and related services is a major
employment sector in the region.
The primary trade area includes the Town of
Fairview, MD Fairview and nearby rural communities
extending south to the Peace River and to the
northwest including Hines Creek and into of the
MD of Clear HIlls No.21. The secondary trade area
extends south across the Peace River including
Rycroft and Spirit River.

In the primary trade area the largest portion of the
labour force works in “Management” (29%), followed
by “Trades, transport and equipment operators and
related” (24%) and “Business finance and administration” (18%).
There is a larger industry- and manufacturingrelated labour force in the secondary trade area,
where “Trades, transport and equipment operators
and related” is the largest employment sector

Primary and Secondary Trade Area Labour
2016 Estimates and Projections
Labour Force by Occupation
2016 Labour Force by Occupation
Management
Business, finance & administrative
Natural & applied sciences
Health
Social science, education,
government and religion
Art, culture, recreation and sport
Sales and service
Trades, transport and equipment
operators and related
Primary industry-specific
Processing, manufacturing and
utilities
Occupation - Not applicable

Fairview Primary Retail Trade
Area
3,911

%

Fairview Secondary Retail
Trade Area
1,926

%

Total Retail Trade Area
5,837

%

1,154
702
3
132

29%
18%
0%
3%

481
175
0
13

25%
9%
0%
1%

1,635
877
3
145

28%
15%
0%
2%

124
7
540

3%
0%
14%

59
0
476

3%
0%
25%

183
7
1,016

3%
0%
17%

927
300

24%
8%

504
185

26%
10%

1,431
485

25%
8%

19
3

0%
0%

32
0

2%
0%

51
3

1%
0%

2016 Male Labour Force by Occupation

2,128

1,090

3,218

Management
Business, finance & administrative
Natural & applied sciences
Health
Town
of Fair
view education,
| M.D. Fair view
Social
science,
government and religion
Art, culture, recreation and sport
Sales and service

863
11
0
0

41%
1%
0%
0%

254
0
0
0

23%
0%
0%
0%

1,117
11
0
0

35%
0%
0%
0%

11
0
11

1%
0%
1%

12
0
103

1%
0%
9%

23
0
114

1%
0%
4%
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Primary and Secondary Trade Areas

Town of Fair view | M.D. Fair view
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2.6
STATSCANADA BUSINESS REGISTER
The Business Register is largely based on the
Business Number (BN) registration source as
collected by the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA).
Therefore, the quality of counts is heavily dependent
on the quality of the information submitted by
Canadian businesses when applying for their
Business Number.

There are two sets of CANSIM tables:

Business Register Coverage
The Business Register is a repository of information
reflecting the Canadian business population and
exists primarily for the purpose of supplying frames
for all economic surveys in Statistics Canada. It is
designed to provide a means of coordinating the
coverage of business surveys and of achieving
consistent classification of statistical reporting units.
It also serves as a data source for the compilation of
business demographic information.

1) Unclassified: new category for businesses which

The major sources of information for the Business
Register are updates from the Statistics Canada
survey program and from Canada Revenue Agency’s
(CRA) Business Number account files. This CRA administrative data source allows for the creation of a
universe of all business entities.

1) is incorporated
2) shows a minimum of $30,000 in revenue
(non-taxable and/or taxable)

Included in the Business Register are all Canadian
businesses which meet at least one of the three
following criteria:

1) Have an employee workforce for which they
submit payroll remittances to CRA; or

2) Have a minimum of $30,000 in annual revenue;
or

3) Are incorporated under a federal or provincial

act and have filed a federal corporate income tax
form within the past three years.

The data provided in our products reflects counts
of statistical locations by industrial activity (North
American Industry Classification System), geography
codes, and employment size ranges.

Town of Fair view | M.D. Fair view

1) Locations with employees (CANSIM 552-000x)
2) Locations without employees (CANSIM
553-000x)

There are two general industrial classification
categories:
have not received a NAICS code

2) Classified: existing category for businesses which
have received a NAICS code

Businesses without employees correspond to the
“indeterminate” employment category from the
previous reference periods. The counts of businesses
without employees now cover all enterprises which
meet one of the following criteria:

Note: Due to the above, Business Register figures
for the Town of Fairview and the MD are recorded
with the MD of Clear Hills.
The corresponding data shows that 69% of the
employment base in businesses with between 1
and 4 employees and a total of 320 businesses
in that size range. As a moderately sized hub
community, a further 17% of businesses have
an employment size range from 5-9 employees
employees respectively.
Of the total registered businesses in High Level,
the primary employment-generating businesses
are in “Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing & Hunting”
and “Real Estate Rental and Leasing”, .
In the region however, the total number of
businesses is listed at 1,009 and compared to
elsewhere in the Peace Region and surrounds
there is a much higher representation (541) of
businesses that fall under the non-incorporated
or income of less than $30,000 in revenue.
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Town of Fairview, MD of Fairview and MD of Clear Hills Business Register (StatsCan)
PROV/CSD: 4817062 - Clear Hills
December 2016 Location Counts by CSD, NAICS-2 and Employment Size Ranges
Clear Hills County
Total
Unclassified
Sub-total, classified
11 - Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting
21 - Mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction
22 - Utilities
23 - Construction
31-33 - Manufacturing
41 - Wholesale trade
44-45 - Retail trade
48-49 - Transportation and warehousing
51 - Information and cultural industries
52 - Finance and insurance
53 - Real estate and rental and leasing
54 - Professional, scientific and technical services
55 - Management of companies and enterprises
56 - Administrative and support, waste management and remediation services
61 - Educational services
62 - Health care and social assistance
71 - Arts, entertainment and recreation
72 - Accommodation and food services
81 - Other services (except public administration)
91 - Public administration

1-4

5-9

10-19

6%
7%

Without
employees
1,009
58
951
421
57
2
58
10
5
22
63
0
27
160
30
3
14
4
8
1
7
59
0

20-49

Total, with
employees
468
18
450
69
51
3
64
6
13
38
33
3
13
16
34
2
19
1
18
7
15
42
3

50-99

1-4

5-9
320
18
302
56
41
2
52
3
3
17
29
1
4
7
28
1
14
1
6
2
5
30
0

100-199

10-19
80
0
80
8
6
0
6
2
6
9
1
2
3
7
5
0
2
0
7
3
2
11
0

20-49
33
0
33
2
2
1
2
0
3
7
3
0
5
1
0
0
2
0
1
0
3
1
0

50-99
27
0
27
3
1
0
4
1
0
4
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
2
2
5
0
2

200-499

100-199
6
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
1

200-499
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

500 +

1%

17%
69%
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500 +
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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0
0
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0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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3.0

MD of fairview
industrial lands

Town of Fair view | M.D. Fair view No. 136
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MD Fairview Industrial Lands - 2017

Whitelaw

MD Fairview
Airport

Town of
Fairview

Bluesky

64A

2

Gravel
Pits

Seed Cleaning
Facility

Natural
Gas Plant

MD Fairview
2

Seed Cleaning
Facility

Location of Industrial Lands
Town Industrial Lands
MD Industrial Lands
10 Kilometers

MD Fairview Industrial Lands
by Sector

N

Warehousing/
Storage
Crop Production
Other
Aquaculture

Personal Services

2% 2%
3%
4%
3%

Forestry
Support Activities for Transportation
Repair and Maintenance

Pipeline
Transportation

4%
4%
4%

7%
7%

62%

Mining (Sand
and Gravel)

Oilfield Services

Town of Fair view | M.D. Fair view No. 136
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3.1
INDUSTRIAL OVERVIEW
Existing industrial areas, as illustrated in the
following charts, maps and narrative, were profiled
for the MD Fairview. Industrial activities outside
of developed parks near the Town of Fairview are
generally dispersed evenly throughout the MD
and are similar to home-based businesses, where
individual property owners operate a business on
land that also has their residence.
The following provides a summary of the MD’s
Industrial Business Composition and Land Use.
Due to the nature of the industrial economy in the
region, a wide variety of sectors, structures and
building types were identified. High availability
and affordability of land allows individual property
owners to feasibly operate industrial businesses
outside of serviced areas, particularly along the
major highways. As such, the industrial composition
is diverse and strong, being dominated by open cut
sand and gravel mining operations, transportation
activities, and oilfield servicing businesses.
3.2
INDUSTRIAL LAND COMPOSITION
The following represents a summary of the
MD’s estimated Total Industrial Area Business
Composition and Land Use Mix:
1

The MD has a surplus of industrial land in
strategic locations along major trucking and rail
transportation corridors. The rich sand and gravel
resources located close Highway 2 and other
regional transport corridors will likely continue to
create opportunities for new operations.
Although the MD does not have conventional
industrial park areas the existing businesses
accommodate between 250 and 550 employees.
Due to the availability of land the MD may be
capable of supporting around 1,000 additional jobs,
in which case it will become a key industrial node in
the region since—without dramatic annexation—
the Town of Fairview and the surrounding Hamlets
do not have comparable industrial space.
The MD’s location between resources and larger
population densities near Grande Prairie position
its several small communities to attract new comers
looking to live in rural areas and attracted to
industrial jobs nearby.
3.3

INDUSTRIAL LANDS AND DESCRIPTIONS

Municipal Airport Lands

Total Industrial Land Area: ~567 ac

Number of Industrial Parcels: 35
Total Land Vacancy: ~0-5%
Top Industries (by NAICS Code and total acres):
1. Mining (Sand and Gravel)
2. Oilfield Services
3.Pipeline Transportation
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Elevation: 2,166 ft
Runway Dimensions: 3,492’ x 75’ (1065m x 22.86 m)
The Fairview Municipal Airport is approximately two
miles west of the Town of Fairview. It is solely owned
and operated by the MD of Fairview, however the
Town of Fairview contributes 50% of the operational
costs back to the MD. The Town of Fairview and Clear
Hills County have also contributed on a case by case
basis for some capital costs.
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A lighted runway, GPS landing and weather station
are equipment services at the airport. A new
2,000 sq ft terminal was built in 2015. The terminal
includes accessible washrooms, pilot’s lounge
area, general public waiting area and a meeting
room for up to 15 people, available for rent. A
shipping/receiving room with overhead doors is
also available in the terminal for lease for an airport
related business. There is also considerable land
surrounding the airport that has potential for new
industrial growth.

Hangar Lots
(leased)v

Land Use/
Zoning

Type of
Development

Occupant

Hangar Lot 1

A-P (Airport
Property)
A-P (Airport
Property)
A-P (Airport
Property)
A-P (Airport
Property)

Hangar

Private

Hangar

Private

Hangar

Private

Hangar

A-P (Airport
Property)
A-P (Airport
Property)
A-P (Airport
Property)
A-P (Airport
Property)
A-P (Airport
Property)
A-P (Airport
Property)

Hangar
Hangar

Ultralight
aircraft flight
school
Aircraft
mechanic
Private

Hangar

Private

Hangar

Private

Hangar

Private

Hangar

Fairview
Aircraft
Restoration
Society

Hangar Lot 2
Hangar Lot 3
Hangar Lot 4

Hangar Lot 5
Hangar Lot 6
Hangar Lot 7
Hangar Lot 8
Hangar Lot 9
Hangar Lot 10

Agricultural Production Lands
The MD’s main industry is agriculture. The area
supports small, medium and large farming
operations of grain production and livestock
producers. The Peace Country, including the Fairview
area, is known as one of the largest canola producers
in Canada. Other crops grown include wheat,
barley, peas, and grass seeds to name a few. The
MD of Fairview is proud of its innovative, forward
thinking farmers. A few farmers are currently testing
the growth and production of quinoa under the
guidance of the Fairview Cooperative Seed Cleaning
Plant.
The agricultural industry in the MD is supported
by the MD of Fairview Agricultural Service Board
consisting of two MD of Fairview Councillors and
three public members from the industry. More
details of the agricultural industry can be obtained
from the MD Agricultural Fieldman, Fred Sawchuk at
the MD’s office.
Fred Sawchuk
780-835-4903
Municipal Gravel Pit
The MD of Fairview #136 owns and operates a gravel
pit. Raw material is crushed on a two to three year
cycle. The crushed gravel is used for the annual
municipal road gravelling program. The municipality
also sells raw, screened and limited crushed gravel
from its facility. Prices are set to not compete with
local gravel pit operators but yet to offer a reduced
cost for limited crushed gravel to taxpayers for use
on their property in the municipality.
Natural Spring Well
The MD of Fairview has a natural spring water well
which provides untreated natural spring water.
Water quality is excellent but with provincial
regulations, as it is untreated, the site must be
posted as non-potable water. There is a truck fill
station at the site which allows for private loading of
water free of charge. The MD also pumps water from
the well to the hamlet of Whitelaw where it is treated
with chlorine and distributed to hamlet households.
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Railway Lands
There are various areas throughout the rural parts
of the Municipality that were formerly occupied by
the railroad. In the early 1980’s, CN Rail removed
the rail line, while keeping ownership of the land
underneath.
The municipalities where the rail line was vacated
attempted to purchase the property for municipal
purposes such as for a utility corridor. At this
moment, the municipalities are not interested in
purchasing these lands for public usage. Private
development, however, may still be feasible.
Regional Landfill
There is a regional landfill in the MD four miles
north of the Town of Fairview. The landfill is owned
and operated by the North Peace Regional Landfill
Commission which is a body formed by four municipalities, MD of Fairview, Town of Fairview, Clear Hills
County and the of Hines Creek.
Landfill operations include household waste
collection, recyclable material collection and an
industrial soil waste cell.
MD of Fairview Agriculture Research Farm
The MD owns land which is utilized for agricultural
research. In cooperation with GPRC and North Peace
Forage Association, the farm area includes research
and plot tests for agricultural product growth as
well as the GPRC beekeeping program and honey
production site.
MD of Fairview Land Use Bylaw
Most of the rural land in the MD of Fairview is zoned
for agricultural uses. If a developer is considering a
development type that is not an allowable use in
the zoning district of the land they are interested
in, as per the Land Use Bylaw, they may request
that Council consider rezoning the land. This is a
common practice for industrial and/or commercial
development on both rural land and Hamlet land
and Councils have been very supportive of industrial
and commercial development in the municipality.
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MD of Fairview Assessment and Taxation
Assessment:
As per the Municipal Government Act of Alberta
property in the province is assessed in two ways.
Assessment values of residential property is
determined by property attributes and assessed at
market value. Farmland, Linear Property (pipelines,
well sites, and electric, communication and cable
TV systems), industrial machinery and equipment
and railway property are assessed as per specific
property type provincial regulations. With the
downturn in the oil and gas industry, the MD of
Fairview has endured a considerable decrease in
linear and industrial machinery and equipment
property assessment in the past few years. See
below:
Assessment Value in Dollars
Assessment Type

2017

2016

2015

Commercial
Industrial
Linear

7,626,910
73,169,120
94,964,540

7,849,090
75,620,550
112,718,580

8,354,120
77,537,470
123,681,140

In the past few years, there have been a few
substantial industrial developments in the MD
of Fairview: construction of the new Co-op Seed
Cleaning Plant, expansion of a privately owned seed
plant/distribution center, opening of 2 privately
owned gravel pits and expansion of another as
well as development of a fish farm. Along with the
new industrial properties, the MD has also seen the
development of one Country Residential subdivision
consisting of 16- 1.5 acre lots within one mile of
the Town of Fairview, a bare land Condo Rural
Residential development of 40 units to be used for
cottages and cabins adjacent to Dunvegan Historic
Park and development of 7 new residential lots in
the hamlet of Bluesky.
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Taxation:
Property tax rates have been relatively stable in
the MD for a number of years. The ratio difference
between residential and industrial mill rates is 2.5:1
which is well below the new MGA requirement of
5:1. See tax rate history below:

Municipal Tax Rate (Per $1,000 of Assessed Value)
Property Type
Residential
Farmland
Commercial/
Industrial/Linear

2017
8.00
14.50
20.00

2016
7.50
13.50
18.50
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2015
8.00
13.50
18.50
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3.4
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The MD’s existing industrial lands benefit from
proximity and accessibility to key vehicle or rail
transportation corridors, and are effectively the
gateway to rich natural resources in northern
Alberta. Proximity to the Town of Fairview, Hamlets
of Bluesky and Whitelaw and nearby communities
to the south supplies a labour force, housing
and amenities for industrial workers, however
the economic cycle has over-supplied land that
intended to be occupied by businesses in the oil and
gas sector or services. In industrial lands outside
of Towns or Villages, sectoral composition is fairly
diverse and disperse. In general individual owners
will continue to be able to build structures -- to
create new or expand existing industrial businesses
-- in much the same way home-based businesses
operate in towns and cities nearby.
Because of this, new industrial growth may occur
in both established industrial areas near the Town
or on vacant and formerly agricultural land along
transportation corridors. It is unlikely that new
subdivisions of land will be required due to the large
amount of existing serviced land in established
parks.
Development and future growth of the MD’s
industrial lands depends on a few key components,
including the affordability of serviced industrial
parcels relative to other areas in northern Alberta,
and the resurgence of the oil and gas industry.
Opportunities for Industrial Growth
Despite a significant market slow-down in the oil
and gas extraction and services industrial sectors,
the MD is open for business and the continued
success of the a diverse industrial economy signifies
this. Opportunities exist in growth of three key
sectors:
1. Value-added agriculture production
2. Sand and gravel mining
3. Transportation services
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Due to a relative absence in the marketplace,
value-added agricultural production may present
the greatest opportunity for future growth, in both
large and small formats. Large format production
faculties may locate anywhere in the MD along
major highway corridors connecting farm resources
in the center and the north of the MD to markets
closer to Grande Prairie and the south. A large
ethanol plant, for example, may provide the added
diversity to bolster the local economy from future
cycles in the natural gas and oil resource economy.
In addition, smaller-format industrial buildings
may be a market segment that is most under-supplied, as the newest structures built in the last
economic cycle were generally medium to large
format shops/warehouses with some flexible office
space. Equipped buildings and offices near existing
communities are less common, while funding may
be available to encourage individual property
owners to establish new businesses.
New industrial parks will likely locate near
population centres as driven by economic recovery
of the oil and gas industry. The regional economy,
including relative housing prices and migration,
will affect the growth in established communities.
Should the oil and gas industry strengthen, growth
will likely occur rapidly at first as affordable serviced
land is absorbed. As the cycle matures and land
prices increase, MD Fairview will be able to leverage
it’s beneficial location between populations near
Grande Prairie, and the resources to the north to
diversify it’s economy, in turn adding economic
resilience in the coming decades.
Finally, care must be taken to avoid loss of prime
agricultural land, as that sector of the economy
is historically the largest and most resilient of all
industrial sectors in terms of employment, long-term
growth, and economic cycles. Opportunistic
land development tends to threaten affordable
agricultural land first, and it is recommended that
precautions be taken to ensure this land use is not
lost.
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4.0

hamlets of
bluesky and whitelaw

Town of Fair view | M.D. Fair view No. 136
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4.1
INDUSTRIAL OVERVIEW
In the Hamlets of Bluesky and Whitelaw existing
industrial uses are generally in Commercial zoned
areas within the Hamlet boundaries. These uses
are typically light industrial office and shop flex
buildings along the commercial avenues.
There are abundant opportunities for new
businesses in the Hamlets, particularly along the
former rail corridor where significant vacant and
unoccupied land exists. In Bluesky these lands
amount to about 28 acres and are located between
1 Ave and Highway 2, giving potential uses here
abundant visibility and accessibility that would be
desirable for local industrial activities associated
with transportation.
Within the platted commercial areas there are a
few vacant and unoccupied parcels that could be
developed into smaller format light industrial/
commercial office uses.
Similar conditions exists in Whitelaw, with a key
difference being that the Hamlet is located slightly
away from Highway 2. The abandoned rail corridor
offers about 14 acres of vacant and unoccupied
former industrial land, which is bounded by North
Railway Ave and South Railway Ave.
There are several Hamlet-Commercially zoned
parcels in platted areas that are currently vacant
and have potential for future small-format office/
industrial shop uses. In addition, a few older
commercial buildings are vacant and may present
opportunities for adaptive re-use into industrysupporting activities such as offices or small shops.
Similar to areas in the MD, the availability and
relative affordability of land allows individual
property owners to feasibly operate industrial
businesses outside of serviced areas, particularly
along the major highways. As such, the industrial
composition is diverse and strong, being dominated
by open cut sand and gravel mining operations,
transportation activities, and oilfield servicing
businesses.
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4.2
INDUSTRIAL LAND POTENTIAL
Although there are no conventional industrial
park areas, the existing businesses may be
accommodating between 75 and 150 industrial
employees. Due to the availability of land along
vacant rail corridors, the Hamlets may be capable
of supporting around 500 additional jobs, if fully
built-out as new serviced industrial parks.
The two Hamlets’ locations along Highway 2
between Fairview and Grimshaw, as well as the
community amenities, housing, and potential
for home-based shops or businesses offers
opportunities for new all types of new growth in
many formats. Lands in the Hamlet of Bluesky are
more conducive to industrial development due to
physical proximity and direct visibility from Highway
2, while lands in Whitelaw may be more conducive
to residential and other commercial land uses.
Although challenges may exist in developing the
former railroad lands, these also present significant
potential for new growth.
Preparing growth plans for former railroad industrial
lands may be beneficial to attract new industrial
development in the Hamlets. These areas are
already commercially-zoned, are typically isolated
and distant from major residential areas, and are
near infrastructure. Preparing plans for extending
services, roads, and for remediating environmental
issues would alleviate some risk for developers or
new businesses looking to locate in the region.
Potential uses for new industrial growth can be
diverse as a variety of parcel sizes are available.
Again, large agro-industrial uses may provide
opportunity to diversify the economy and cater to
the existing agricultural uses in the region.
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Hamlet of Bluesky Vacant Lands - 2017
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Hamlet of Whitelaw Vacant Lands - 2017
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5.0

summary
and considerations
5.1
INDUSTRIAL SUMMARY
Overall, and historically, the regions economic
composition is largely agricultural, with farming
support services, agricultural transportation,
production, storage facilities supporting a large of
amount of jobs in the past and likely into the future.
However, regarding the non-agricultural economy,
oil and natural gas and supporting services provides
diversity and additional room for development.
Although the economic cycles of natural gas and oil
create challenges for longevity and resiliency, much
of the same labour force and equipment is used
for both agriculture and oil and gas development
activities and local business people have been
adapting to sudden shifts in the markets for several
cycles. This flexibility should be continued.
Opportunities to develop new industrial uses on
vacant or unoccupied lands may be most suitable
for areas formerly occupied by railroads, particularly
where these areas pass through existing towns or
hamlets. Annexation or other servicing issues may
arise, however municipal services typically exist
nearby, while sensitive uses such as housing are
typically a reasonable distance from former rail lines.
Existing communities offer suitable opportunities
for additional industrial office uses and some small
shop facilities. In the same way home-based retail
businesses operate in Fairview and elsewhere,
operators of such shop/offices benefit greatly
in costs savings, ans should the time come to
expand, they are likely to move to nearby industrial
subdivisions or parks to build larger format
structures. Continuing to support smaller-format
industrial uses in home-based operations, where
feasible, could help attract new start-ups to the
region.
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5.2
REGIONAL COMPARISON
Nearby municipalities, towns and communities,
although quite similar in industrial scale and
composition, do offer some differences.
In MD Peace to the east, for instance, the strongest
industrial sector by total acres is Agriculture followed
by quarrying and mining, and transportation.
During the previous oil and gas cycle, rampant
speculation subdivided a large amount of land that
has been very slow to absorb, driving land prices
down. Vacant parcels and buildings suitable for oil
and gas services are overabundant. In MD Peace
and Grimshaw, Transportation is a strong industrial
sector considering proximity to the resource.
Although there is abundant developable land, about
50% of the total industrial/commercially suited land
is vacant.
Farther north, very large scale industries dominate
in Mackenzie County. Industrial diversity in strong
in that area with forestry, oil/natural gas extraction
and supporting services, agriculture and tourism
and forming a four-part composition. The large-scale
industries are, however, prone to shifts with the
global market, creating a bit of risk for small
communities in the area, since the closure of one
plant, factory or sawmill would mean a significant
loss of jobs and investment.
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5.3
CONSIDERATIONS
The region should consider the following in
targeting new industrial economic growth:
1) Leverage all industrial formats: Encourage and
provide serviced parcels in industrial/commercial
zoned subdivisions to target national and
international companies looking to grow in the
Peace Region. But simultaneously promote smaller
format and office-type industrial uses near existing
communities to bolster start-ups and entrepreneurs.
2) Promote value-added agriculture production
facilities: Historically, value-added agriculture such
as seed cleaning and marketing has been a part of
the local agro-industrial market, however a focused
effort to bring in modern large-scale operations has
lacked. This may present a “gap” in local industry
segments, and investing or partnering in such a
development would greatly diversify the labour
offerings and attract new growth of all kinds.
3) Leverage the MD of Fairview’s proximity to
population to the south: Compared to neighbouring
municipalities, the MD of Fairview and it’s towns
and hamlets are closer to a larger population, and
are thus more visible and accessible than farther
communities. As such, continued marketing and
outreach to transportation industry and supporting
services may contribute to starting a strong cluster
along opportunistic sites near Highway 2.
4) Encourage development of underutilized
commercially-zoned land: The MD of Fairview
has considerable land--in both it’s own holdings
and privately held--that are ideal for new
industrial subdivisions or parks. These lands
should be prioritized as roads, water and sanitary
infrastructure, and utilities exist nearby. As a railroad
is an industrial use, the location of these lands are
more suitable for medium-heavy industrial activities.
Being commercially-zoned also alleviates some of
the burden and risk of entitling land for a potential
developer.
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